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Mickey Mouse and Character(is)ing Copyright – “Character Protection” in UK Copyright Law?

Nouf Ali S Algazlan

Abstract
Fictional characters under UK copyright law currently face complex issues and uncertainties. As 2024 is quickly approaching, Disney’s Steamboat Willie will technically fall out of copyright. This could result in the public using the character at no cost. However, Disney could and most likely will argue that only the first version of Mickey Mouse can be used freely. This means that later versions are still protected even if they are the same character with minor updates. This dissertation examines the UK and US copyright laws on characters and aims to identify whether fictional characters are protected under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. Based on the limited resources for UK copyright and fictional characters, this article asks: When should fictional characters like Mickey Mouse get copyright protection in the UK and what should the scope of protection be?

By examining the US approach towards this issue and its multiple tests, it is recommended that UK statutory provision should change and incorporate fictional characters under Artistic and Literary works. On this basis, this article recommends the ‘distinct delineated’ and ‘story being told’ tests. The statutory provision will also provide a strict test for characters with multiple versions. This is to restrict extra protection and provide legal certainty.
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I. Introduction

‘Disneyland will never be completed. It will continue to grow as long as there is imagination left in the world’.

Intended to protect characters for a limited duration, Mickey Mouse copyright protection ‘will never be completed’. It will never really expire, or fall to the public domain, so long as it ‘continues to grow as long as there is imagination left in the world,’ but is this even a bad thing?

The United Kingdom (UK) legislation of copyright law in characters is very unclear and a complex problem. The UK, which demonstrates a ‘closed list’ approach, gives copyright protection to designated classifications of the subject matter. This means that UK laws give protection to 8 types of work, including ‘literary’, ‘dramatic,’ and ‘artistic’ works. Due to its limited scope, the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA) often are not capable of dealing with new and separate evolving creative works such as characters. One notable matter expressed in this sense is whether the differences between the first version of Mickey Mouse (Steamboat Willie) and the Mickey Mouse we know today significant enough for Mickey Mouse to have longer and separate protection.

Approaching 2024, it is expected that Steamboat Willie will fall into the public domain. This suggests that the public might use Steamboat Willie at no cost. However, what the public will not be able to use are further versions of this character (such as Mickey Mouse with white gloves). The unclear laws surrounding this issue could lead Disney to use this strategy to always keep their characters protected (by adding minor changes e.g. the white gloves). Hence, it is unclear what the public can do once Steamboat Willie ‘outlives’ its copyright.

---

2 Tanya Aplin, and Jennifer Davis, Intellectual Property Law Text, Cases, And Materials (3rd Edn, OUP) 76.
4 Ibid.
The article argues that copyright protection in characters should be governed by the proposed legislation. The methodology is a combination of both a doctrinal method and normative legal philosophy. From a doctrinal viewpoint, the article looks at what the law is under UK and United States (US). Thus, it asks: Do fictional characters receive copyright protection? Next, from a normative lens, this article will suggest what the law should be: if the fictional characters do receive protection, what should be the scope of such protection?

If UK copyright law remains the same in 2024, the public will be able to use Steamboat Willie. However, what they will be prohibited to do, is use the version of Mickey Mouse today. This complicated example becomes even more complex when there’s an evolution of the character and many more versions. For this reason, when examining character protection under UK laws, it seems that “it is not impossible for copyright to be infringed by the parasitic use of another author’s character.” It’s important to note that this does not necessarily confirm that there is copyright protection for characters, but hints that the personal characteristics of the character can constitute protection under UK copyright laws. However, as evident with other copyrighted works, character protection does not rely on ‘individual elements’, but the ‘substantial part’ that makes up the character. For example, famous sayings said by the character, its features, etc.

Nevertheless, as will be examined throughout this article, the limited UK case law highlights that fictional characters have encountered many differing judgements, which shows clear inconsistency and ambiguity. Comparing the available character protection rules with the US, this article proposes the ‘distinct delineation’ and the ‘story being told’ tests that should be embedded into the UK copyright protection doctrine. Through case examples, this article demonstrates precisely how this proposed legislation would apply. The primary advantage of this character protection is providing the copyright owners protection over their work, whilst

---

7 Kirkland (n 5).
8 See e.g. Plane Crazy (1928); The Gallopin’ Gaucho (1928); Steamboat Willie (1928); The Opry House (1929); The Karnival Kid (1929); Blue Rhythm (1931); Parade of the Award Nominees (1932); Mickey’s Garden (1935); Pluto’s Judgement Day (1935); Mickey’s Grand Opera (1936); The Whalers (1938); Mickey Mouse Meets Robinson Crusoe (1938); Mickey’s Surprise Party (1939); Mr. Mouse Takes a Trip (1940); The Little Whirlwind (1941); Mickey’s Delayed Date (1947); Pluto’s Party (1952); Mickey’s Christmas Carol (1983); Runaway Brain (1995); Mickey Mouse Works (1999); Mickey’s Twice Upon a Christmas (2004); Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (2006); Epic Mickey (2010); Epic Mickey: Power of Illusion (2012); Get A Horse! (2013); Mickey Mouse (2013); Mickey Mouse Mixed-Up Adventures (2017). See also (for differences and notes in changes): ‘Mickey Mouse Through the Years’ (Disney Fandom) https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Mickey_Mouse_Through_the_Years accessed 20th November 2020.
giving the public a balanced right. It will also mean that there’s a clear consensus on when the character expires. This article finds that character protection legislation would enable clear, fair, and sufficient equal access to opportunities for expressions and character development.

Part II of the article will provide an overview of the differences between Steamboat Willie and further versions of Mickey Mouse. It will illustrate that these differences are minor, and not significant enough for it to have added protection. This part will also examine whether fictional characters are protected under UK and US laws. Unlike the UK, this part will show that the US have multiple approaches towards dealing with fictional characters under copyright law. Part III of the paper will provide a proposal for a potential legislative solution in the UK, adopting the benefits of the US approach including the distinct delineation and story being told standard. This part will also demonstrate how this provision would work and the advantages of the solution. Part IV will face the potential criticisms of the proposed provision and hence try to provide further support for the arguments being made. It is also important to note that trademark and passing off could be a factor when it comes to character infringement, however, these topics are outside the scope of this article.

II. Copyright Protection of Fictional Characters (i.e. Mickey Mouse) in the UK and the US

Fictional characters have faced contrasting legal decisions in the UK. The main issue revolves around Disney’s Steamboat Willie (created in 1928) which is under copyright protection. However, in 2024, this iconic character could fall into the public domain. Yet, even if the protection for Steamboat expire, Disney might possibly and easily find a way to prevent the character from being used. An argument that there are later versions of the same character (that are still protected) can be made. As a result, this could prevent the

12 See e.g. Kelly v Cinema Houses Ltd (1928-35) MacG. C.C; Bolton v British International Pictures Ltd. (1936) M.C.C. 20; King Features v Kleeman (1941) 2All ER 403.
character from falling out of copyright protection. As discussed below, unlike the current position in the US, the limited scope of protection for characters in UK law requires an adequate change, especially in statutory provisions.

A. What are the differences between Steamboat Willie and further versions of Mickey Mouse?

A summary of the differences between Steamboat Willie and Mickey Mouse and an examination of the US case law revolving characters will demonstrate the current problems of UK legislation. In the US, Nichols\textsuperscript{15}, as well as Sam Spade\textsuperscript{16}, are key cases that demonstrate the scope of protection given to characters. These cases display that, unlike the UK, the US provides a clearer and more reasonable solution for dealing with characters such as Mickey Mouse.

Steamboat Willie VS. Mickey Mouse

Mickey has a variety of different versions\textsuperscript{17}, including its first-ever version, Steamboat Willie. It is crucial to understand the key differences between the first version of Mickey Mouse (Steamboat Willie) and the Mickey we know today. These differences are illustrated and outlined below:


\textsuperscript{15} Nichols v Universal Pictures Corporation, 45 F.2D 119, (2d Cir. 1930) (Nichols).
\textsuperscript{16} Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. v Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. (9th Cir. 1954) 216 F.2d 945, 950 (Sam Spade).
\textsuperscript{17} See (n 8).
The Mickey we know today is in colour whilst Steamboat is in black and white.

Steamboat does not have the white gloves which are evident in Mickey today.

Steamboat’s eye is merely a black dot, whilst Mickey shows moving eyes (that are white and black)\(^\text{20}\).

Due to the uncertainties of the law in this area, Disney could prevent Mickey from falling into the public domain. Adding minor changes similar to the White Gloves leads to major consequences such as making the character ‘new’ again with another extra 70 years of protection. On January 1\(^\text{st}\) 2024, everyone will (most likely) be able to freely use Mickey Mouse so long as they only copy the Steamboat Willie version accurately\(^\text{21}\). Nonetheless, if anyone uses a Mickey that includes White Gloves, then they might (and probably will) need to get a license or risk infringing the copyright because that particular version is not in the public domain\(^\text{22}\). This will lead to a strange situation where some versions of Mickey will always be under copyright.

This is especially relevant in situations where there are many authors. One of the strange issues about the US cases discussed below is that the copyright term was calculated differently from today. For instance, when Sherlock Holmes was written\(^\text{23}\), US copyright protected works for 50 years from the date of publication\(^\text{24}\). That’s why the earlier works are in the public domain, but the later ones are not.

---

20 Kirkland (n 5).
21 See Debczak (n 14).
One could argue that things are different now: today in the UK protection is provided for life +70 years. Therefore, if author A drew Steamboat Willie, and then ten years later added white gloves, both would fall into the public domain at the same time (i.e. 70 years after the author’s death). That is true, but what happens commonly is a situation more like this: Author A draws Steamboat Willie, and then 10 years later Author B (also working for Disney) draws a new Mickey with White Gloves. If Author B dies after Author A, that means that the protection in the White Gloves Mickey will continue to last even though the Steamboat version is in the public domain.

B. Character Protection under UK and US Copyright Laws

There is no doubt that characters enjoy copyright protection within the works they appear in, however, the character, by itself, being protected is quite unclear. This is because characters become an important subject of the work as a whole, with their relationships among other characters and the surroundings they appear in. However, as evident from Mickey Mouse, these characters can, and commonly are, separated from their original works and then later appear in different works. As a result, problems arise as to figuring out the scope of protection given to those characters. Grimmeleman, a copyright scholar at Cornell Law School, reiterates that this issue is a “messy area for IP law”.

Nonetheless, as a basic rule in both the UK and US, commonly known as the idea/expression dichotomy - there can be no copyright protection for ideas, but expression. A difficulty arises in identifying an idea (a talking mouse character) from an expression (Mickey Mouse, in “Steamboat Willie”). Moreover, when it comes to copyrighting characters, the stage at which fictional characters obtain copyright is subject to the character’s development. A US foundational case for deciding the scope of protection given to characters is Nichols in which will be discussed later below.

---

27 Nichols (n 15); Cathy J Lalor, ‘Copyrightability of Cartoon Characters’ (1995) 35 IDEA 499.
28 Lee (n 22).
31 Nichols (n 15).
1. Character Protection according to UK Copyright Law

The 1988 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act (CDPA)\(^{32}\) demonstrates that UK copyright law protects creative “works”\(^{33}\) that are original and fixed. Section 1 of the CDPA states the complete list of what counts as a “work”. For this article, the focus will be on section (a) which includes ‘literary, artistic, musical and dramatic works’\(^{34}\). Though this list appears to be straightforward, deciding where characters fit in can be difficult. Can characters even be protected? Are characters able to be protected separately from the works they appear in? What kind of works are they?

There have been a few examples where the copyright has been rejected simply because of the difficulty and inability of placing those works amongst one of the classifications that have been specified by the CDPA\(^ {35}\), including assembly of a scene\(^ {36}\) (a photograph for the *Be Here Now* album) or even the Stormtrooper Helmet\(^ {37}\) (from the Star Wars Film). This same inability and impossibility of placing works into the specified subject matter are seen within characters. Are characters a dramatic work? An artistic work? A literary work\(^ {38}\)? Moreover, determining when copyright protection in characters expires is an even more difficult task as a character can have multiple versions\(^ {39}\).

When it comes to character protection under UK copyright law, there’s a limited amount of legislation and cases that can be referred to. There seems to be no aligned agreement in character protection under UK copyright laws. For instance, in the case of *Kelly v Cinema Houses Ltd*\(^ {40}\), the court establishes that Sherlock Holmes, a famous and well-known character under literary works, would most likely not draw up character protection under UK copyright laws\(^ {41}\). An important judgement by Maugham J states:

“If, for instance, we found a modern playwright creating a character as distinctive and remarkable as Falstaff, or as Tartuffe, or (to come to a recent classic) as Sherlock Holmes,

\(^{32}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3).
\(^{33}\) Ibid s 1.
\(^{34}\) Ibid, s 1(a).
\(^{35}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3).
\(^{36}\) Creation Records Ltd v News Group Newspapers (1997) EMLR 444.
\(^{38}\) Rosati (n 26).
\(^{39}\) See (n 8), (n 20).
would it be an infringement if another writer, one of the servile flock of imitators, were to borrow the idea and to make use of an obvious copy of the original? I should hesitate a long time before I came to such a conclusion."42

Judge Maugham demonstrates unclarity and doubt regarding characters being protected by copyright. Here, Sherlock Holmes could be compared to Mickey Mouse in terms of being a "distinctive and remarkable" character. Hence, even if Mickey Mouse was "distinctive and remarkable," there is a chance that the UK courts will most likely not find it protectable.

Nonetheless, this case could be contrasted to Bolton v British Int. Ltd43. Farewell J states that he does not believe there is anything "original"44 in the reuse of two comic telephone repairmen in a later version of the play (that came from a current existing play). As a result, this constituted copyright infringement. One of the most influential cases that developed the scope of originality is Walter v Lane45 (a case about the Earl of Rosebery who carried out famous speeches in which reporters have written down and edited, that was later published in a book). Though the court of Appeal held that this was not original, this was later rebutted by the House of Lord which formed the basis to the "skill, labour and judgement" approach to originality today.

Furthermore, fictional characters could be seen as "artistic" works. In the case of Features v Kleeman46, 'Popeye,' a fictional character was held protectable under UK copyright law. It was decided that the reproduction, which was based, although indirectly, on several drawings of this character constituted infringement in the artistic copyright in those drawings and therefore of the character47. In contrast, the name and address of Sherlock Holmes' were not able to be copyrighted in Conan Doyle48. It was also held that literary characters cannot be copyrighted under UK laws. This is seen when the courts decided that both Dr Watson and Sherlock Holmes could not constitute copyright protection as per Tyburn Productions49.

Hence, it seems that visual characters, like Popeye, have received copyright protection under the CDPA category of artistic works. However, there is some doubt about whether

42 Cinema Houses (n 40) 362 at 368 per Maugham J; See also Intellectual Property Office (n 9).
43 Bolton v British International Pictures Ltd (1936) MacG. C.C.
45 Walter v Lane (1899) 2 Ch 749, (1900) AC 539.
46 King Features v Kleeman (1941) 2All ER 403.
47 Drexl and Sanders (n 10) 105.
48 Conan Doyle v London Mystery Magazine (1949) 66 RPC 312.
49 Tyburn Productions Ltd v Conan Doyle (1991) Ch. 75 CA.
characters that initially appear as literary works qualify for protection, such as Sherlock Holmes. This seems to raise two questions. 1. Is it fair that visual characters (like Popeye) receive protection, but literary characters (like Sherlock) might not? And 2. Even if visual characters like Popeye can get copyright, under what circumstances? Should all visual characters receive protection? Or just some of them?

Therefore, fictional characters under UK copyright laws remain a complex and uncertain area of law, particularly when examining the US approach, where it outlines clear tests and judgements. In particular, the story being told and distinct delineated tests that will be examined in greater detail below.

2. Character Protection according to US Copyright Law

The US provides copyright protection to a range of different categories, including, but not limited to literary, musical, dramatic, pictorial, graphic and sculptural works as well as motion pictures and other audio-visual works. Similar to the UK, for copyright protection to subsist, the work needs to be original. demonstrates that the originality requirement is important. In this case, it indicated that the scope of creativity is low, and therefore, original characteristics or traits are not formed. Hence, if there’s a ‘minimal degree of creativity’ or ‘creative spark’, then that would be enough for copyright protection for characters.

The US has taken a different approach to copyright protection in characters. For example, , a case which added a new character attribute for Sherlock Holmes which gave him empathy, a new feature, touched on an intriguing matter of the scope to which fictional character features are able of copyright protection, particularly when some versions of those characters are in the public domain. In , there were 50 Sherlock Holmes stories that were in the public domain, and 10 which were still protected by copyright (because they were written later and US law at that time was slightly different to what it is now). In the last 10, Sherlock became more empathetic. In this case, wanted to use the original Sherlock (not the later empathetic one). The Doyle estate tried to argue that because the

---

50 Sam Spade (n 16).
51 Nichols (n 15).
53 Ibid, s 102 (a).
56 Leslie S. Klinger v Conan Doyle Estate, Ltd., No. 14-1128 (7th Cir. 2014) (Klinger).
later Sherlock was copyright protected, Klinger was not allowed to use the original one\(^\text{57}\).

It was held that it was impossible to “find any basis in statute or case law for extending a copyright beyond its expiration. When a story falls into the public domain, story elements – including characters covered by the expired copyright – become fair game for follow-on authors”\(^\text{58}\). Judge Posner, also referring to Silverman\(^\text{59}\), went on to elaborate stating that “Holmes and Watson were distinctive characters and therefore copyrightable. They were ‘incomplete’ only in the sense that Doyle might want to (and later did) add additional features to their portrayals. The resulting somewhat altered the characters... the alterations do not revive the expired copyrights on the original characters”\(^\text{60}\).

Klinger\(^\text{61}\) raises two important notes: 1) The characters are distinctive and therefore could be copyrightable and 2) the changes in these characters in later versions “do not revive the expired copyrights on the original characters”\(^\text{62}\). This demonstrates that characters need to be developed and complex enough to be deserving of copyright. An underdeveloped character cannot constitute copyright protection. Moreover, this also can imply that even though there are changes in later versions of the characters, such changes do not necessarily allow the estate, in this case, to argue that there is separate copyright for those later versions. Though Judge Posner was quite dismissive of this argument, Disney could still argue that because Mickey now has white gloves, the public cannot use Steamboat Willie even though that version is in the public domain. Although the estate in Klinger\(^\text{63}\) was not successful in its case, this does not necessarily mean Disney will not be.

Recently, Netflix faced a lawsuit from the estate of Arthur Conan Doyle\(^\text{64}\). Here, the Enola Holmes movie\(^\text{65}\) has copied the later version of Sherlock, and the Doyle estate argued that this later character is still protected. The makers of Enola Homes presented ‘a humane side’\(^\text{66}\) to the character. Such trait was only presented in stories that are still protected under


\(^{58}\) Klinger (n 56) Judge Posner at p8 referring to Silverman v CBS 870 F.2d 40, 49 -51 (2d Cir. 1989).

\(^{59}\) Silverman v CBS 870 F.2d 40, 49 -51 (2d Cir. 1989) (Silverman).

\(^{60}\) Klinger (n 56) Judge Posner at p13.

\(^{61}\) Ibid.

\(^{62}\) Ibid.

\(^{63}\) Ibid.


US laws. The main issue was whether the filmmakers have infringed the copyright of an emotional version of Sherlock Holmes. As in the past, Sherlock Holmes was “aloof and unemotional”67. The defendants argued that such traits are not capable of copyright protection as they are simple ideas. In contrast, the estate argued that Sherlock Holmes has developed and now appears as a “warm” character – therefore it should be protected by copyright. Though it appears that this case was settled, the court decision could go both ways and character copyright protection remains complex.

Further, a well-known US case, Silverman v CBS68, held that the musical scriptwriter infringed copyright because the characters used were originally based on the claimant’s work. The characters used here were in the public domain. However, the court held that it constituted copyright infringement because not only were these characters used but, the updated traits that were added later were also used – this meant that it “existed in a copyrighted derivative work”69.

This becomes problematic as it can be very difficult to detach the added original features to the unprotected and expired version of the character. As a result, this could lead to having the entire character protected which includes the features and traits that are meant to be for the public domain. These cases have a significant consequence on the reliability that works are for the public use. The UK have a different approach to ‘derivative works’ where works are protected only if they are majorly different from the existing work, this is judged on the labour of the author70.

There are also two ways in the US to see whether characters are protected: the ‘sufficiently delineated’ and ‘story being told’ approach71. Firstly, it’s been said that the more the character’s development is, the more copyright protection they will be able to receive, and the more ‘distinctly delineated’ from the subject in which they appear in. In Nichols72, the test of distinctly delineated was put together by Judge Learned Hand which looked at both when a character is ‘distinctly delineated’ to fit as an expression, or an idea that is not deemed protectable73. For a character to constitute copyright protection, it has to be more than just a

67 Ibid.
68 Silverman (n 59).
69 Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 16.
70 Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 17.
72 Nichols (n 15).
73 Ibid, at 86-7.
“type” and must be adequately evolved and detailed. As per Nichols75, characters can be copyrighted separately from the plot or the works they appear in. However, the less advanced the character, the less copyright protection they can enjoy76.

The Nichols77 ‘distinctly delineated’ test has been referenced in some cases. For instance, in a case involving Tarzan78, the courts have applied the ‘distinctly delineated’ test from Nichols79 and found that protection could be afforded for Tarzan as it is sufficiently delineated for copyright protection. Nonetheless, if the character was deemed not distinctly delineated, then copyright protection would have been rejected.

Moreover, although the courts in Columbia Broadcasting Systems, Inc. v DeCosta80 found that there are little details which have been copied, it did not constitute copyright infringement as the character had not been included in any ‘work’81. The courts performed the Nichols82 test by asking two questions:

1. Is the character, as regarded as being original, sufficiently developed enough to constitute copyright protection? If yes,
2. Did the supposed copyright infringer copy such sufficient development of the character, and not simply a broad or abstract outline83?

Another seminal case that deals with copyright protection is the Sam Spade case also known as Warner Bros v Columbia Broadcasting System84, which initiated a strict test. This case assessed the copyright protection of characters beyond the original work in which they are in and swapped the Nichols ‘distinctly delineated’ test with the ‘story being told’ test85. This case held until the character is very well-delineated to be constituted as “the story being told”, in comparison to just a character or “chessman in the game of telling the story”.86

______________________________

74 Ibid.
75 Nichols (n 15).
76 See Schubert, (n 57) 222.
77 Nichols (n 15).
79 Nichols (n 15).
80 Columbia Broadcasting Sys., Inc. v DeCosta, 377 F.2d 315 (1st Cir. 1967).
82 Nichols (n 15).
83 Lalor (n 27) 500.
84 Sam Spade (n 16).
85 Lalor (n 27) 501; See Kathryn M Foley, 'Protecting Fictional Characters: Defining the Elusive Trademark-Copyright Divide' (2009) 41 Conn L Rev 929.
86 Sam Spade (n 16) case at 950, 104 U.S.P.Q. at 107.
would not draw up copyright protection. Under this test, copyright protection given to characters in one specific work in which they appear does not expand to the same character in other works. It could be said that ‘the story being told’ is a criterion of an essential high level of delineation. Sam Spade is looked at as indicating that for a character to deem copyright protection, it has to be sufficiently delineated and the major thing in the story, then the test is most likely reconcilable.

The cases discussed above dealt with copyright protection in “literary” characters. Artistic characters, or pictorial characters such as cartoons, can gain protection far easier than “literary” as the physical and visual appearance is apparent and easily distinguished. Due to the visual image, they are more likely to qualify as artistic works and gain protection.

In a case featuring Walt Disney, “Mickey Mouse” was granted protection separate from the works in which the character appeared. Here, citing Sam Spade, the judge asserted the limitations characters are under. For instance, it is not easy to delineate distinctively a literary character. Nonetheless, the addition of visual image could make this process easier. As seen in this case, if there is the copying of a character, even if it is detached or separate from the plot of where the character has appeared, could lead to copyright infringement. This demonstrates that in the US, it is most likely that characters can exist separately from the works they have featured. This is because a character can change over time. Mickey Mouse, when it first came into existence, it was shown as “roguish, drinking beer and smoking”. Then, the character was changed to demonstrate a very gentle and modest personality that is also adventurous. This highlights how a character can evolve, and further indicates that characters can exist separately from works they appear in, and possibly could form artistic work.

So, the ‘story being told’ test is one way of identifying whether US courts deem a character protectable. For instance, one might use a copyrighted character at no cost if the character

---

89 Walt Disney Productions v The Air Pirates (1978) 581 F.(2d) 751.
90 Lalor (n 27) 502.
91 Walt Disney (n 89) at 755.
92 Ibid.
93 Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 5.
94 Ibid.
95 ‘Western Animation / Mickey Mouse’<https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/WesternAnimation/MickeyMouse> accessed 21 December 2020.
does not possess significance on the work as a whole. Hence, it would be copyright infringement if one copies the characters in *Friends*, as *Friends* is a ‘character-driven’ work. Therefore, the work would not be completed without such characters. In contrast, there are characters in ‘plot-driven works’ such as in *E.R.*. Here, some of the characters are only features of the story, which means these characters can easily be replaced and not essential. As a result, they can be used at no cost.

If there is a character that is sufficiently common and established, is known outside the work they appear in, the character will most likely be copyrighted, in both UK and US Laws. For instance, the first version of Mickey Mouse is very known, even outside the works it appears in. In fact, it has beat Santa Clause as one of the ‘most recognisable images in the world’. Therefore, it would be reasonable for the courts to disallow others from copying such character in their new work. Nonetheless, some elements need to be considered before determining whether a character is deserving of protection. This includes 1) name, 2) physical appearance, 3) personality and features of character. It’s been said that if a character does not fulfil the mentioned criteria, then the character is a simple unprotected idea. This is because they are not adequately distinctive which means that anyone can come up with such ideas, commonly known as ‘stock characters’.

In another case, the US adopted a 3-part test to identify if *Batmobile* is eligible for copyright protection. First, the characters must have qualities that are both physical and conceptual. Second, the character should be ‘sufficient delineated’. This is so it’s noticeable as the identical or the same matching character wherever it appears (e.g. the character’s personality). Note, here, the character does not necessarily need to look the same throughout. Third, the character needs to be “distinctive” and unique, it cannot be a “stock character” as discussed above.

---

97 Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 12.
99 Christian (n 96) 281.
100 Ibid, See also Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 12.
101 Ibid.
102 *DC Comics v Towle*, No. 13-55484 (9th Cir. 2015); See also Sven Schonhofen, “Holy Copyright Law, Batman! The Batmobile is a copyright character” (2016) J.I.P.L.P.
103 See Rosati (n 26); See Thomas Key, ‘The Ninth Circuit rules that The Moodsters characters are ineligible for copyright protection, denies panel and en banc rehearings: Daniels v Walt Disney Company’ (IPKAT, 26 May 2020) https://ipkitten.blogspot.com/2020/05/the-ninth-circuit-rules-that-moodsters.html> accessed 19th January 2021; See also *DC Comics v. Towle*, No. 13-55484 (9th Cir. 2015).
104 Rosati (n 26).
Though the US copyright law regarding characters is much more detailed or examined than UK courts, US laws have still faced a lot of criticism. Some US cases reveal that ‘stock characters’ can be provided with copyright protection, even though they do not fulfil the test discussed above. Moreover, ‘the sufficiently delineated’ and the ‘story being told’ tests can sometimes lead to different results. Hence, this unpredictability increases the unclarity around characters under copyright law.\(^{105}\)

C. Criticisms of the UK and US Copyright Laws

After examining both UK and US law, there is no doubt that copyright protection for fictional characters remain an unsolved problem. Though it could be said that US legislation and case law provide a clearer solution for this issue, there remain conflicting and inconsistent decisions.

The UK’s closed system is a problem for several reasons. First, it is very difficult to place where characters fit in – as they could be dramatic, artistic or even literary works. As a result, there is a possibility that characters will not be capable of protection.\(^ {106}\) This then means that some characters who ‘deserve’ copyright protection (because they took a lot of labour to create for example) might not get protection in the UK which seems potentially unfair. Second, it may lead to a situation where the characters get protection in some countries but not others. For instance, if someone creates a new character today, they might get protection in the US for that character, but not the UK.

Moreover, as discussed above, it seems like UK courts would most likely provide copyright protection for characters under artistic works but not literary works.\(^ {107}\) This is also potentially unfair as characters can be written (hence literary works) similar to how they are drawn (artistic work). It is also strange to make characters less copyrightable under literary work than their counterparts in artistic work. Further, there is no clarity on the scope of protection for characters under UK laws. This could allow an extensive scope of protection or, a very restricted approach. The UK approach could therefore be contrasted with the US.

---

\(^{105}\) Schwabach (n 71) 31.

\(^{106}\) See Tyburn Productions Ltd v Conan Doyle (1991) Ch. 75 CA.

\(^{107}\) See Popeye in King Features v Kleeman (1941) 2All ER 403; See Sherlock Holmes in Kelly v Cinema Houses Ltd (1928-35) MacG. C.C.
US cases can sometimes illustrate the overprotection of fictional characters which is at the cost of the public domain. For instance, *Warner Bros* held that using materials displaying movie characters on items like t-shirts was lawful because the characters used are in the public domain. Nonetheless, using the same images, in 3-D items, have constituted copyright infringement. This is because it gave rise to a person’s memory of the copyrightable aspects of the character of the movie, more powerfully and completely than any sole picture would. This creates a level of uncertainty as the involved character is in the public domain. Hence, any use of that character should be lawful. However, it constituted copyright infringement. As a result, the public will be confused and uncertain on whether the use of a character (which is in the public domain) protected or not. It is also hard and awkward to assume that the same picture, which is in the public domain, could be lawful in platforms (shirts) but unlawful if it is in a 3-D form. Therefore, basic alterations to the shape or arrangement of the matter (that are in the public domain) could lead to extensive laws on copyright infringement.

Despite the limited legal literature on fictional characters under UK copyright law, McGee and Scanlon make an interesting argument that US protection is too strong. The US courts have put forward a test for assigning copyright to the literary attributes of a character (which is more complicated and complex) than simply imposing that the character is made within a work. Though McGee and Scanlon are in favour of UK courts recognising copyright protection for characters, they propose a much more restricted test than the US. The test includes characters being drawn with “specificity” and the medium (in which the character is in e.g. novel or film) needs to be “subordinate” to the make of the character. The medium is essential, in their view, for affording characters copyright protection. On the other hand, as per the current Moodsters litigation, others believe that US laws are too strict. This comes

110 Al-Mukhaizeem (n 55) 13.
113 Ibid.
114 Ibid.
115 Stephen Carlisle, ‘Copyright in characters: “The Moodsters” vs. Disney’s “Inside Out”’ (NSU, 16th April
from the fact that the type of characters that get protected under the US tests are usually more “famous” characters from big companies, and that smaller creators find it harder to produce characters that pass the test.

Nonetheless, there have been situations where US courts go so far as protecting the invisible components of the character (such as relationships, thoughts) which is outside the reach of copyright protection. The courts in *Anderson v Stallone*\(^{117}\) found that the unauthorised continuation (expanding on the relationships and experiences)\(^{118}\) of the Rocky character in the *Rocky* film (based on the original characters) constituted copyright infringement. Here, this case dealt with protecting the character as a whole, rather than the character on its own. Hence, this could be seen as broadening the scope of copyright protection in the US as the courts are being somewhat lenient towards fictional characters, which extends further than the US Copyright Protection Act.

Therefore, as has been discussed, the UK approach to fictional character protection is quite strict, whilst the US approach is deemed to be lenient. The most appropriate approach would be somewhat in the middle – this is expanded further in part III of the article.

III. A Solution for the UK: Adopting the best out of the US approach

In order to ensure clear protection for fictional characters (e.g. Mickey) in the UK, there needs to be a change in the statutory provisions to provide both (1) where characters fit in under the copyright act\(^{119}\) and (2) a clear consensus on the scope of protection for fictional characters. The statutory solution is comparable to the US distinct delineation\(^{120}\) and the story being told test\(^{121}\).

A. A Statutory Solution

To provide the essential and reasonable balance to the copyright holder and the public, this article suggests a broad provision granting character copyright protection. This is in exchange for a fixed duration to the copyright owners regardless of subtle updates to the character. To reach the objective, the suggested provision should be consistent with and fit

---


\(^{117}\) *Anderson v Stallone* 11 USPQ2D 1161 (1989).

\(^{118}\) Ibid.

\(^{119}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3).

\(^{120}\) *Nichols* (n 15).

\(^{121}\) *Sam Spade* (n 16).
in the legislation\(^{122}\).

### 1. Draft of a UK ‘Character Protection’ Provision

To assure certainty, the suggested provision covers characters, but it is expressed according to the UK copyright law. Hence, the suggested provision would blend in section 3 for literary works and section 4 for artistic works of the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act\(^ {123}\), where all copyright protection works can be seen. A rough draft of the provision could resemble the following\(^ {124}\):

3 Literary, dramatic and musical works.\(^ {125}\)

(1) In this Part—

- “literary work” means any work, other than a dramatic or musical work, which is written, spoken or sung, and accordingly includes—

(a) a table or compilation \(^ {1}[\text{other than a database}], \(^ {2}\ldots \)

(b) a computer program; \(^ {3}\ldots [\text{(c) preparatory design material for a computer program}] [\ldots \text{(d) a database}]

... 

(e) and characters

...

3B Characters

(1) In this Part “characters” includes but not limited to the attributes, qualities, and personality that creates the individual nature of a person or thing which is

(a) highly distinct delineated and/or

(b) constitutes the story being told standard

(2) For the purposes of this Part, a literary work consisting of a character is original. Moreover, if the first version of the character has added changes in later versions, it will not deem extra protection, unless, and only unless, the changes are so distinct that it is a new character.

\(^{122}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3).
\(^{123}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3) s 3 and s 4.
\(^{124}\) See bold parts for the additions to the statutory provision.
\(^{125}\) CDPA 1988 (n 3) s 3.
4 Artistic works.

(1) In this Part “artistic work” means—

(a) a graphic work, photograph, sculpture or collage, irrespective of artistic quality,

(b) a work of architecture being a building or a model for a building, or

(c) a work of artistic craftsmanship.\textsuperscript{126}

(d) a work of artistic characters

(2) In this Part—

- “building” includes any fixed structure, and a part of a building or fixed structure;
- “graphic work” includes—
  
  (a) any painting, drawing, diagram, map, chart or plan, and
  
  (b) any engraving, etching, lithograph, woodcut or similar work;

- “photograph” means a recording of light or other radiation on any medium on which an image is produced or from which an image may by any means be produced, and which is not part of a film;

- “sculpture” includes a cast or model made for purposes of sculpture\textsuperscript{127}

- “characters” include but are not limited to the attributes, qualities, and personality that create the individual nature of a person or thing which is highly distinct delineated and/or covers the story being told standard.

For the purposes of this Part, an artistic work consisting of a character is original. Moreover, if the first version of the character has added changes in later versions, it will not deem protection, unless, and only unless, the changes are so distinct that it is a new character.

Section 3(1) of the CDPA\textsuperscript{128} states that literary works are anything that is written, spoken or sung. Hence, Section 3(1) shall be amended to include characters that appear in a written format (e.g. books). Moreover, Section 4 includes artistic works such as photographs or sculptures. This part should also be amended to explicitly include artistic characters. The amendments in artistic works are identical to the literary works for characters including the scope of protection.

\textsuperscript{126} Ibid s 4.

\textsuperscript{127} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{128} CDPA 1988 (n 3) s 3(1).
2. Similarities and Differences of the US approach

To achieve copyright protection for fictional characters, the draft of the UK provision includes tests drawn from key cases of the US including *Nichols*\(^{129}\) and *Sam Spade*\(^{130}\). Though the US has many different approaches for fictional characters\(^{131}\), the ‘distinct delineated’ test is the most used\(^{132}\). The proposed provision also includes slight differences and improvements. The next part of the article will demonstrate and discuss which elements have been used and why it was slightly altered.

a. Similarities - Parts drawn from the US tests for fictional characters

The statutory proposed in this article explicitly uses two main tests (from the US approach) to determine character protection under Literary and Artistic Works. According to Section 3 (e) of the provision and Section 4 (d), the judgement of the court shall consider characters as either a literary work if they are in writing or artistic works if they are in painting, sculpture, or drawing. The decision on literary or artistic work is dependent on Section 3B (literary) or under (2) of artistic works, where the character has to be (1) highly distinct delineated and/or (2) constitutes the story being told test. Due to this flexibility, this updated provision will allow the UK courts to reach an acceptable and fair judgement (by using the most appropriate test). It is also important to note that these considerations are not exclusive, since the statutory provision clearly says the courts’ judgement is not limited to such factors. For example, the statutory provisions include elements like attributes, qualities, and personality to identify a specific character. However, the courts are free to look at other elements or features such as the name of the character, their address, their relationships, etc.

The highly distinct delineation standard is important for examining whether a character is worthy of protection, which is required for the exercise of the provision\(^{133}\). As discussed above with the US approach, the highly distinct delineation is particularly essential to determine whether a character is developed enough to fit as an expression (that is copyrightable) rather than an idea that is not worthy of protection\(^{134}\). As characters can be simple in different works, this part of the provision is important as it protects the complicated

\(^{129}\) *Nichols* (n 15).

\(^{130}\) *Sam Spade* (n 16).

\(^{131}\) See chapter I for the US approach.

\(^{132}\) See Schubert (n 57) 222.

\(^{133}\) See Section 3B, B (literary) and See Section 4 d (Artistic).

\(^{134}\) *Nichols* (n 15) at 86–7.
and more distinct character rather than a simple version. This is to ensure that the provision is not overprotecting and hence not stifling new creations.

The story being told is important especially in literary works as a character is being described rather than seen. A character is worthy of protection only if it is so well-delineated (part a of the proposed test) that it could constitute the story being told. Hence, the courts can look at whether the character is valuable to the story when determining whether the character is worthy of protection. However, this is a factor that the courts can consider only if they deem necessary. This is because the character is required to be highly distinct delineated first.

b. Differences - Parts adjusted for the UK legislative style

The suggested provision has been worded in a way that it would fit in the current UK legislation. The additions and alterations made (from the US approach) was to ensure the most appropriate tests were followed and worded to fit the UK’s statutory style. The proposed legislation is also slightly inspired by McGee and Scanlon approach to this issue\textsuperscript{135}. However, only the first part that has to do with “specificity”\textsuperscript{136}. This is reflected in the legislation through the word “highly” in the first part of distinct delineated. However, the proposed legislation ignores that the “medium” should be “subordinate” to the make of character (as proposed by McGee and Scanlan)\textsuperscript{137}. This is because a character can be worthy of protection even though the medium is not subordinate to it – simply because the character created is so distinct delineated and complex.

Also, the final addition to the provision is of importance (in both literary and artistic works). When a character is copyrighted, the newer version of such character cannot have added protection unless, and only unless, it is so distinct from the original character that it constitutes its own character. As big companies tend to update or slightly change their characters (e.g. Disney adding white gloves to Steamboat), this new legislation will restrict expanding the scope of protection for characters. The effect of this is of prominent relevance since it is of the main objectives of UK Copyright Law to provide protection for copyright owners and give the public a balanced right (as copyright is intended to last 70 years after the author’s death)\textsuperscript{138}.

\textsuperscript{135} McGee and Scanlan (n 112).
\textsuperscript{136} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{137} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{138} Aplin and Davis (n 2) p 1.
Moreover, as per the criticisms discussed above on the US laws, this provision does not include every test the US has on fictional characters. This is because some tests overprotect characters such as in *Warner Bros*\(^ {139}\) or in *Anderson*\(^ {140}\) (where courts protected the relationships and thoughts of the character). The main aims of this provision are to ensure there is protection for fictional characters under artistic and literary works and a clear scope of protection.

Hence, the proposed solution is appropriate as it does not protect the relationships or thoughts of the character (which constitutes overprotection). The proposed legislation also does not look at whether a character is famous or not (which constitutes less protection). The test simply requires the characters to be highly distinct delineated and/or constitute the story being told test. Moreover, the courts have some degree of flexibility to look at other features in very complicated cases. This does not mean that the other features (e.g. relationships) are protected – but they are used to determine whether the character is worthy of protection. This is evident in “includes but not limited to” in the provision. So, the proposed legislation is somewhat flexible. To narrow its scope and to bring a justifiable extent of legal certainty, Section 3B (a) and under Section 4(2) state ‘highly distinct’ which frames a high level as to the application of the provision by requiring characters to be highly distinctive. This ensures that only highly distinctive characters fall within the scope of this section.

3. Implementation of the Character Protection Provision (Examples)

*Artistic works (Disney)*

The main example of how this new provision would work is with Disney’s Steamboat Willie. As discussed in this article, Steamboat’s copyright is likely to expire in 2024. This means that the public is likely to use Steamboat at no additional cost. However, if one uses a later version of Steamboat Willie (such as Mickey Mouse\(^ {141}\)), they are likely to be sued for copyright infringement. This results in an odd situation where the public is confused on which character is protected and which is in the public domain. It will also allow companies to exploit this area of law (as it is unclear). Hence, some characters will never fully be in the public domain.

\(^{139}\) *Entertainment, Inc.* (n 109).

\(^{140}\) *Anderson* (n 117).

\(^{141}\) See differences in chapter I.
Under this new provision, Steamboat (or Mickey) would fall under Section 4 (d) as it is an artistic work (more like a sculpture that is visually seen rather than in writing per literary works). The reason why Mickey is artistic rather than literary is that Mickey Mouse came into existence via a drawing. Mickey Mouse is also known for its physical appearance rather than its part in books.

According to Part d of the provision, courts would have to consider whether Steamboat has its own original attributes, qualities, and personality that make it highly distinct delineated from other characters. Courts are also free to look at any other features as the provision clearly states that the courts are not limited to such tests. From the above, courts can ask two questions to grant a character copyright protection:

1. Does steamboat have its own qualities, features, and attributes? Here, the courts will almost definitely agree that Steamboat Willie has its own original features etc.
2. Is Steamboat highly distinct delineated and/or covers the story being told standard? The answer here is most likely yes as Steamboat is not a simple mouse character, but, designed in a uniquely and distinctly manner. Therefore, under this provision, Steamboat Willie is highly distinct delineated and worthy of protection.

The more complex part comes when examining Mickey Mouse, an updated version of Steamboat. So, the same test applies here:

1. Does Mickey Mouse have its own features, qualities, and attributes? The answer here is most likely no (as Mickey Mouse has the same features as Steamboat, they are both mouses for example). They both also have the same qualities (a squeaky voice, the same kind of generic appearance, etc).
2. Is Mickey Mouse highly distinctly delineated and/or covers the story being told standard? Under this new provision, Mickey is not highly distinctly delineated. There are no major differences in the two characters. The only differences are the colours, eyes and the addition of the gloves. Therefore, is Mickey Mouse worthy of added protection? The courts, under this new provision, will most likely reject any additional protection.

This is because the updated versions of Steamboat are not highly distinct delineated to constitute its own character (or the story being told). Though there are differences such as Steamboat being in black and white and Mickey Mouse being in colours, this is more to do with time rather than the actual development of the character. The slight changes (added

142 Suddath (n 98).
gloves, eyes) in Mickey Mouse are not enough to constitute it being a new ‘original’ character. This is later confirmed when we look at the last part of the provision, where it goes on to say when the character has ‘added changes in later versions, it will not deem protection, unless, and only unless, the changes are so distinct that it is a new character’.

Essentially, both Steamboat and Mickey are the same character. With the proposed legislation, Mickey will not remain protected under copyright. Mickey Mouse will only be protected when it is completely different (changed from being a rabbit to a mouse for example). This has happened before as illustrated below:

![Figure 3 Oswald The Lucky Rabbit (1927)](image)

Mickey Mouse essentially started as a rabbit and later changed to a mouse following a dispute. This change would be considered ‘highly distinct delineated’ as the characters features, qualities and attributes have changed which is sufficient to constitute its own character. Changing colours or adding minor adjustments such as white gloves or eye shape is not enough for it to be a new character as it is not highly distinct delineated, and therefore, it cannot constitute the story being told test too.

**Literary Works (Sherlock Holmes)**

Another significant example of how this new provision would work is with Sherlock Holmes under literary works. Characters are mainly visual and hence protected as ‘artistic’ works. However, they can also go under ‘literary’ works. This is because some characters initially appear or introduced in the context of books and novels (e.g. Sherlock Holmes). Hence, if

---

145 See Kurtz (n 6) 439.
146 Wilson (n 23).
characters come into existence in the form of literary works, then they need to be protected as literary works. It would be odd to make characters copyrightable under artistic works and not literary works.

Under this new provision, Sherlock Holmes in *Kelly v Cinema Houses Ltd*\(^{147}\) would deem character protection. This is because, under section 3(e) of literary works, Sherlock Holmes is a literary character. This is also seen when the courts apply section 3B of the proposed provision. The courts will look at the attributes, qualities and personality of Sherlock Holmes. However, the courts, again, are not limited to such factors. Moreover, the courts will have to look at whether Sherlock Holmes is ‘highly distinct delineated’ and/or whether it ‘constitutes the story being told test’. Here, it is clear the Sherlock Holmes is a unique character which also plays a big part in its stories. Therefore, under this new provision, Sherlock Holmes would deem copyright protection under literary works.

The second part of the provision looks at the development of the character and whether later versions of the character should be protected\(^{148}\). Sherlock Holmes has developed ‘human emotion’, an attribute Sherlock did not have. It is up to the courts’ discretion whether this development is sufficient enough for it to constitute a new character and therefore added protection. The courts need to consider whether the new version of Sherlock Holmes is ‘highly distinct delineated’ and whether it constitutes ‘the story being told test’.

It is argued that later versions of Sherlock Holmes can be protected as the characters attributes have changed in a ‘highly’ manner. Sherlock now shows strong human emotions, something it did not have before. This is later confirmed when we look at the final part of the provision, where the courts can examine whether such qualities are so distinct that it is a new character (which arguably, in this situation, Sherlock Holmes new version is a new character).

**B. Advantages of Character Protection in the Statutory Provisions**

This article is aimed to deliver a suggested solution, which incorporates the advantages of the US tests and blends it in with the UK statutory framework. As the CDPA does not usually update and not very flexible (e.g. it does not incorporate other works of creative nature such as characters), this creates several issues. Therefore, this article suggests a provision that

\(^{147}\) *Cinema Houses* (n 40).

\(^{148}\) See Jessica L Malekos Smith, ‘Sherlock Holmes & the Case of the Contested Copyright’ (2016) 15 Chi-Kent J Intell Prop 538.
combines the advantages of the US approach (such as their distinct delineated test and the story being told test) in a way where the UK can implement it.

In particular, as discussed within the criticisms above (UK ‘closed list’ within the CDPA), the new provision will grant copyright protection to characters that include but not limited to being highly distinct delineated and/or constitutes the story being told test. This means that characters that took time and judgment (originality),149 as well as labour to create, will be granted protection. Moreover, this provision will mean that characters have the chance and the ability to be protected rather than remaining an unclear issue.

1. Compatibility with existing UK copyright law

The proposed solution is adjusted to fit in perfectly with the UK statutory framework making it compatible. Character is a type of creative works that can go under both literary and artistic works. The first part of the proposed solution (section 3B (a) of literary work and the first part of artistic work) is inspired by Nichols150 distinct delineated test. However, as discussed, the wording is slightly adjusted to fit in with the rest of the act. The changes are also inspired by the two-part requirement in Databases in part F13 of the act151. By adding more than one solution (highly distinct delineated and the story being told test) and allowing the courts some flexibility, this allows the suggested provision to fit in and be compatible with other creative works.

2. Easier for courts to find infringement (Legal Certainty vs Flexibility)

The suggested provision is intended to provide clear copyright protection for characters to ensure legal certainty. As discussed above, this article showed that sometimes courts find artistic works protectable (Popeye152), but not literary works (Sherlock Holmes153). This, as a result, leads to uncertainty in the law154. However, this new provision aims to ensure certain legal decisions. This is supported by the courts’ decision (subsection 3B 1) which could consider the highly distinct delineated and the story being told tests. However, the courts are flexible to take into account what they deem necessary. Nonetheless, though the courts have some flexibility, there is also guidelines and an expectation to follow. By setting out a high level (highly distinct delineated) for protection, the scope is restricted. This means that

149 Walter (n 45).
150 Nichols (n 15).
151 See CDPA 1988 s 3A.
152 King Features (n 46).
153 Conan Doyle (n 48) 56.
this new provision is not too broad and will not overprotect characters. The requirement of highly distinct delineated will increase legal certainty, especially when comparing this to the US system.

Moreover, when there is clear legislation for this issue, courts will find it easier to find infringement. Since characters develop and change over time, this provision will help in 1) identifying when a character can get copyright protection and 2) identify whether or not later versions should have added protection. This will help courts come to a consistent decision on this complex area of law. As a result, the decisions of future cases will be foreseeable.

3. A balance between Copyright Holder and the Public Domain

Another advantage to this provision is providing this balance between the rights of the copyright holder and the public domain. This means that authors who have created complex characters by using their labour, skill and judgement will have their character protected. At the same time, the public will have an idea of when these characters will fall into the public domain. This is because any additional changes or updated versions of such characters will not deem extra protection unless the differences are so ‘highly distinct delineated’ that it is a new character. This will also mean that big companies will be prevented from exploiting the length of copyright protection for their characters by adding minor changes.

IV. Potential Criticisms on the proposed UK Character Protection

As this article suggests a proposal that will result in significant amendments in two sections of the CDPA (literary and artistic works), this may lead to potential criticisms. The possible major criticisms will be discussed in the upcoming part of the article.

1. Legal Uncertainty

Contrasting UK court judgements that refused copyright protection to certain characters, this article suggests the enforcement of clear criteria and scope of protection in the UK. This enforcement is inspired by the US approach which could create some legal uncertainty. This is because it is a newly evolving area of law that has multiple tests in the US (from different courts). Hence, such amendments in the provision (e.g. highly distinct delineated or judge’s discretion) could be argued that it would lead to differing judgements. Consequently,

---

155 See Chapter I; See also Tyburn Productions (n 49).
156 Ibid.
this would create a degree of legal uncertainty (as judges could differ in opinion and give different judgements to similar characters). However, this criticism is exaggerated, and the proposed solution of character protection is recommended.

As mentioned, the closed list of CDPA shows that it is unclear where characters fit in and there needs to be some clarification especially when it comes to the scope of protection given to characters. To ensure legal certainty, the proposal suggests changes to ensure a consistent and certain approach taken by the courts to find whether characters are deemed protection. This is divided into two areas of the CDPA to clear the doubts and uncertainty of where characters fit in under the legislation. Moreover, the test is the same in both to ensure legal certainty and ensure the same level of protection given to characters in different works (literary and artistic). As characters are constantly developing and there are many different types (such as fictional, non-fictional, etc.), this proposed provision allows the courts to take into consideration any other factors they deem necessary. This does not mean that different approaches will be taken as there is a clear guideline to follow (to find whether characters are protectable) but to ensure the test is broad to cover most (if not all) characters.

The provision also states “highly distinct delineated” which ensures certainty as only characters that are complex can deem protection. As a result, this will allow the copyright holder to not only claim their rights over their work but also increase legal certainty and predictability as the public would have an idea of when a character is protected and when such protection would expire.

2. More Rights to Copyright Holder (overprotection)

One of the main purposes for the implementation of a clear scope of character protection is to ensure that there is a fair and reasonable balance between the rights of the copyright holder and the public domain. It could be criticised that this provision overprotects and gives more rights to the copyright holder. However, this is exaggerated and is also outweighed by other concerns.

Firstly, this provision does not overprotect copyright holders. Having a clear provision for characters does not necessarily mean that copyright holders are given more rights. This is because some characters have already gained copyright protection (e.g. ‘Popeye’157). Instead, this provision clears the uncertainties of characters under artistic and literary works.

157 Bolton (n 43).
This is done by limiting the scope of protection that is granted to updated versions of the same character. Moreover, in today’s society, it is hard to come across a new and unique character. This suggests that there is a need to incentivise more creativity. In order to do that, there needs to be a strong and clear scope of copyright protection. This is done via a strict test that requires the characters to be “highly” distinct delineated – meaning that only complex characters are deemed protection. Hence, it does not overprotect characters but protects only the distinct and complex characters. It also suggests a clear scope of protection that includes some restrictions for protection to characters with multiple versions.

Moreover, having a rather strict scope of protection (for multiple versions of characters) has multiple advantages\textsuperscript{158}. Creators of characters are given protection to protect their works for a limited period. This is to inspire other creators to create new works whilst also giving credit to creators. When authors create impressive characters, that’s good. However, these works need to fall back in the public domain\textsuperscript{159}. This provision allows for some sort of limitation to the scope of protection given to characters because the CDPA main objective is to eventually advantage or give back to the public domain\textsuperscript{160}. For instance, Disney’s Mickey Mouse is an important and creative figure. There is also no hesitation that this character has upgraded and advanced our society. Yet, the protection given to this character should not extend so far in protecting other versions despite the minimal changes. It is extremely vital to ensure that the proposed legislation does not give out powerful protection that will allow big companies such as Disney to obstruct or even hold back the formation of new characters and hence human advancement.

3. Unrealistic?

To solve the problem surrounding characters under UK copyright law, the statutory provision needs to change. As a result, some may argue that this proposal is unrealistic. However, this is also exaggerated.

The main issue with the CDPA is that it does not keep up with society. This means that we are constantly faced with new evolving things that require a change in the statutory provision. A previous example of that is when the CDPA had to change to incorporate

\textsuperscript{158} See the previous chapter.

\textsuperscript{159} Litman (n 11) 434.

computer programs in the 1960s\textsuperscript{161} where it eventually was put under literary works. Hence, there is no doubt that it would be difficult to incorporate change for characters, however, this is not unrealistic. With recent cases arising to supreme courts\textsuperscript{162}, this could boost or help amend the statutory provision.

V. Conclusion

A UK statutory provision based on the US approach on fictional characters would help identify when characters should get copyright and what the scope of protection be. Having explored fictional characters through a copyright lens, future research can examine this issue through other factors such as unfair competition and trademark law. Nonetheless, as discussed throughout the article, characters should be protected under both literary and artistic works. This would help increase legal certainty as well as help society advance. There are already updated, but not distinct characters, which should not be eligible for additional copyright protection. The need for a statutory change is vital as it will harm society if multiple versions of characters such as Mickey Mouse are still protected. Hence, the proposed character protection is the best solution to ‘completing’\textsuperscript{163} Disney Mickey Mouse despite its minimal growth.


\textsuperscript{162} See Moodsters (n 115).

\textsuperscript{163} Heaton (n 1).
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